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LYU Zhiqiang: A Long Way

essay by James Elaine

                    

“Sound is an abstract material for me.” Lyu Zhiqiang

Sound follows us everywhere, fills our spaces, our lives, our memories, and

although it cannot be seen or held it creates or defines the images we see in

our minds or with our eyes. Sound also “takes us on journeys to different

places in different times, and even to other dimensions,” Lyu states. In Lyu

Zhiqiang’s recent work sound has been a major focus and is interdependent

with the visual, in fact it is just another material and color in the artist’s

installation palette.  is a sound installation within a specific

architectural setting and in certain aspects, represents the trajectory of Lyu’s

creative life. In 1995, during his 3rd year of elementary school, he began

painting and drawing and in 2000 “chose” art as his “life’s direction.” “I seem

to have taken many detours in life on the road to this exhibition,” states Lyu,

“it’s been a long time and a long way.”

Based on the artist’s childhood memories of the 1980’s in northeastern

China, the main exhibition space has been transformed into a waiting room;

a railway or bus station, an elementary school, a hospital or public

government building, etc. A blue Wainscot band of paint covers the white

walls, and pale yellow wooden benches line the room for sitting, waiting, and

listening. Sheer white see-through curtains cover the windows sealing off

the outside world and its distractions. In the middle of the room a display

pedestal holds an anonymous ‘travel’ book of random photos of unknown

places for the waiting ‘passengers’ to view. On one wall is a strange lone

‘work of art,’ an abstract perspectival drawing of some misplaced and
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unknown dimension, a journey without beginning and without end. Perhaps

it’s the Twilight Zone destination of those waiting for their train. The room

has a “socialist” décor of that period; simple, no frills, and almost devoid of

any feeling except for the rich layered sounds that fill the air with a

continuum of aural images from distant places and times.   

In the adjacent room is a single video work seen through the windshield of a

car traveling down a highway.  This is a 9 hour unedited video made by an

automobile data recorder of a journey Lyu made from Jiagedaqi in Inner

Mongolia to Mohe, Heilongjiang, his hometown, in northeast China. The

video camera is never ‘paused’, he records everything that happened along

the way capturing the music he listened to and him cleaning the windshield

of his car at a gas station. It is less of an independent work of art to Lyu and

more of a continuation of the ambience of the entire exhibition. 

Lyu is not only an artist but also a DJ and a university teacher of

experimental art. Sound and music infuses all that he does. The ‘soundtrack’

for this exhibition is not just a field recording but also a brilliantly composed

and paced piece of experimental music. It goes beyond the borders of just

sound into an unearthly voice that delves deep into the spirit and the soul,

and if one has the ears to hear it can awaken the eyes and open the doors of

memory, create new worlds, break open old wounds, and then suddenly heal

them, it can take the listener on a journey through the time and space of

their own lives. Music has a way of doing this and when coupled with the

visual, it is as uplifting as it is dangerous.  

ฬ୩ғᳩ᪠ᄓᄓݾ

ඐғกҁJames Elaine҂

“౯ᘒ्҅ᶪฎӞӻುා̶” ——ݾฬ୩
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्ᶪ෫॒ӧ҅ࣁਙܛഝ፳౯ժጱᑮᳵ̵ኞၚӨᦕҔੱᓕ፡ӧᥠԞൾӧ҅کਙڠܩ᭜୵

य፳౯ժٖஞ፲ಅഔکጱኮᶎ̶्ᶪᬮ“౯ժଃ݄ӧݶጱᳵӨᑮᳵ҅ኜᛗฎٌ

՜ᖌଶ”҅ݾฬ୩ᬯ᧔ݾࣁ̶کฬ୩ጱ๋ෛ֢ߝӾ्҅ᶪ౮ԅԧ՜ဳىጱᆌᅩ҅ଚӨᥤ

ᥧፘׁਂҔԪਫӤ҅ਙӧᬦฎᜏਹಅഩൎጱᤰᗝӾጱݚӞᐿාᜋ̶̽ᳩ᪠

ᄓᄓ̾ฎचԭᇙਧጱୌᒺሾहᘒԾኞጱӞկ्ᶪᤰᗝ֢ࣁ҅ߝᐿԎӤ҅ਙ֛ሿڊᜏ

ਹጱ֢ڠኞ႕قᨩ̶1995ଙ҅୮Ӥੜӣଙᕆጱݾฬ୩তԧᕲኮ᭛ٟ҅ᆐݸ՜ࣁ

2000ଙ“ೠԧ”զᜏ֢ԅ՜ጱ“Ոኞොݻ”̶“౯֒Ԓฎࣁኞԏ᪠Ӥؿؿ๋ᕣಽ

ᬡᬯེᥦ”҅ݾฬ୩ᤒᬿ҅ک“ᳩ᪠ᄓᄓ҅ᳵᖍᳩ̶”

ᥦԆܱզᜏਹ1980ଙդࣁӾӳ۹ጱᒏଙኞၚԅݎڊᅩ҅ޝሿԧӞᳵᒵײਰ҅Ӟ

᱈ولᒊ҅Ӟಅੜ໊҅Ӟᳵ܅ᴺᤈୌᒺᒵᥤᥧزᔰ̶᠗ᜋጱಷॅ

ᥟፍࣁጮᜋाᶎӤ҅ၠἎᜋጱ๙ᨶᳩڅഭԭᑮᳵԏӾ҅׀ᥡռ੪̵ࣖᒵஇᘰ̶ލᑻڹ

೯፳ᡀጱጮᜋ᭐กᑻ૽҅ᴥᵍԧक़ᶎጱӮኴ݊ᕔಟ̶ࣁܱྋӾ।ጱᐏຬӤ҅Ӟӧ

Ꭳݷጱ“”ԡᐏԧᵋ೪ٻጱᴲኞᅩጱࢶᇆ҅զࣁ׀ྌᒵײጱ“ਮ”ၨᥦ̶ٌࣁӾ

ӞᶎाӤ҅Ӟկ॰ௗጱ“ᜏ֢ߝ”ᵭᵭࣁᮎ҅دᬯկುጱ᭐ᥤኮൈᕲԧᲙ֖Ӭ๚

Ꭳጱᖌଶ҅ํইӞྦྷဌํ᩸ᅩᕣᅩጱᑕ̶ᬯԶᦜ੪ฎײਮժጱ“టଃ”̶ෆ

ӻܱٖ꧌ჿԧᮎӻᇙਧଙդጱ“ᐒտԆԎ”ᤰᷚ᷶໒——ᓌ̵ྺ෫ᡦ҅᷶پԒഭᴻԧձ

֜ఽᥧ——ํݝӿጱ्ᶪࣁ಄ᳵٖࢧឌ҅೮ᖅࠏݟ፳ᮎᛔ᭸ᬱᑮጱ्ᥧ̶؟ࢶ

᪠Ӥጱጱᷚቄቼೌ൱لṛ᭛ࣁሿԧӞᬁᤈḡޝߝ֢؟᷇ܔᵍॅܱӾ҅Ӟկࣁ

ጱኮᶎ̶ᬯկ؟ᳩᬡ9ӻੜ҅ଚӬ๚ᕪձ֜ۄᬋ҅ฎᜏਹٖ᠃ےݘ໒ᬡ॰ک՜ጱ

ᘌਹ——Ӿӳ۹ἓὄᄏမጱ᭔Ӿአᤈᦕ୯ըೌ൱ਠ౮ጱ̶ೌࣁ൱ᬦᑕӾ҅ೌ൱

کጱᶪԔ҅ލ՜——ڔզᦕ୯ӥ᭔ӾጱӞݢ๚“ฮ؊”ᬦ҅ᬯֵᜏਹ

՜ےࣁရᒊႴቘᷚቄቼጱఘว̶ݾฬ୩ᘒ҅ᬯඪ؟Өٌ᧔ฎӞկᇿᒈጱ֢҅ߝӧ

ই᧔ฎෆᥦԏ࿎ࢱጱᖅ̶

ᴻԧᜏਹጱղԏक़҅ݾฬ୩ԞฎӞݷDJय़ਫḵᜏᔮጱᘌ̶्ᶪᶪԔᨽᑯ

ԭ՜ಅํጱ֢ڠਫ᪢̶ྌེᥦӾጱ“ᙧว्ܻ”҅ଚӧՐՐӞྦྷਫጱ୯ᶪ҅ݶԞ

ฎӞկᔜஞᖫใ݊ۄᬋጱਫḵᶪԔ̶֢ߝਙ᩼ԧ्ᶪጱᬟኴ҅ଚ۸ԅӞӻ᩻ᛔᆐጱ्
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᮱҅ਙႮکف౯ժጱᔜᐟӮኴӨᅎṯ̶ױᝑ֦҅௴অԞํӞභᲐጱᘦ҅ᮎԍਙਖ਼ݶ

ෛጱӮኴ҅ೃᬦ෯ํጱօዔ݈ਖ਼ٌလశҔਙૅڊ᭜ڠᦕԏᳪҔਙސጱ፲፺҅ଚ֦ᯯࠏ

ᶾᘰލᘏᬰکف՜ժݱᛔጱኞӨᳵԏᑕ̶ᶪԔํٌᇿᇙጱᚆᰁҔ୮Өᥤᥧଚᗝ҅

ਙਖ਼ฎӞᙎեՈഄॳ݈ኼଃܧᴾጱ࿈௳̶

Installation views
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